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8 Harry, Paul, Joe and Christian 
collect football cards.  Harry has 
twice as many as Joe.  Joe has 
the least.  Christian has 18 cards 
and Paul has 6 less.  Paul has 
twice the amount that Harry has.  
Joe has half as many as Harry. 
How many does Joe have? 

In the questions below complete the number 

sequences with the next correct answer.   

Mark the correct answer on your answer 

sheet. 

1 3 5 8 10 13 (?)
       
       

2 19 38 30 60 52 (?)
       
       

3 16 11 21 16 26 21 (?) 
       
       

4 5 5 10 15 25 40 (?) 
       
       

5 94 86 78 70 62 (?)
       
       

6 49 35 42 28 35 21 (?) 
       
       

7 4 16 48 96 (?)   
       

In the questions below select one word from 

the top set of brackets and one word from the 

bottom set of brackets that are the most 

opposite in meaning.  Mark your answers on 

your answer sheet. 

9 (hide show drawer) 

(conceal hole treasure) 

   

   

   

10 (extreme excellent inhale) 

(exhale radical oxygen) 

   

   

   

11 (football bonus shoot) 

(lottery rugby penalty) 

   

   

   

12 (enlarge demand dentures) 

(huge order diminish) 

   

   

   

13 (exist preserve dessert) 

   

(devote destroy desert) 

   

   

14 (partial party pretend) 

(complete celebrate present) 

   

   

   

15 (bones weak strong) 

(brittle man week) 
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In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) 

Answer large   false 

23 Nappy is to 

(diaper   baby   nap) 

As pavement is to 

(pedestrian   walk   sidewalk) 

24 Chocolate is to 

(sweet   wrapper   cocoa) 

As wine is to 

(glass   drink   grapes) 

25 Pear is to 

(pair   fruit   pea) 

As four is to 

(fore   quartet   five ) 

26 Grass is to 

(snitch   garden   turf) 

As watch is to 

(wrist   observe   clock) 

  

27 Delight is to 

(despair   heavy   happy) 

As soar is to 

(plunge   sore   bird)    

28 Minute is to 

(tiny   hour   time) 

As gram is to 

(mother   scales   weight) 

  

  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below complete the letter 

sequences with the correct pair of letters.  

There is an alphabet to help you. 

Example 

AB CD EF GH IJ 

Answer KL 

16 ZA  EF  JK  OP  TU (??) 

      

      

      

17 HI  EF  BC  (??)  

      

      

      

18 IJ  FG  CD  ZA  WX (??)  

      

      

      

19 XY  QR  JK  CD  VW (??)  

      

      

      

20 HI  EF  BC  YZ (??)  

       

       

       

21 GH  ZA  ST  LM  EF (??)  

       

       

       

22 UV  RS  OP  LM  IJ (??)  
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In the questions below the three numbers in 

the brackets are related in the same way 

Find the number that complete the final group 

and mark it on the answer sheet. 

29    (9 [63] 6) (13 [91] 6) 

(7 [ ? ] 10) 

  

30 (3 [60] 19) (5 [50] 9) 

(2 [ ? ] 19) 

  

31 (81 [125] 44) (94 [138] 44)

(98 [ ? ] 92)

  

32 (19 [66] 14) (9 [46] 14)

  

(15 [ ? ] 17)
  

33 (16 [62] 15) (4 [38] 15) 

(6 [ ? ] 9)
  

34 (4 [80] 19) (7 [42] 5) 

(7 [ ? ] 8) 

  

35 (11 [50] 14) (11 [32] 5) 

(2 [ ? ] 16) 

In the questions below select the letter that 

best completes the word on the left and starts 

the word on the right. 

Example 

gri ? og 

ha  ? oll 

Answer D 

36 stru ? our 

ra ? angle 

37 unde ? uthless 

pou ? ope 

38 hove ? ame 

grue ? ove 

39 stin ? as 

hu ? oad 

40 perspir ? lf 

tru ? dit 

41 hol ? vent 

lif ? ast 

42 past ? nswer 

er ? lert 
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52 (honest steal beggar) 

   

(vagrant crime deceptive)

   

53 (complex complete focus) 

   

(contest simple object) 

   

54 (bonus turn destiny) 

   

(house build revolve) 

   

55 (clasp clean gripe) 

   

(depth grip filthy) 

   

56 (delighted high complain)

   

(moan depressed sob) 

   

57 (crouch tall giant) 

   

(roll collapse squat) 

   

58 (interpret interior teacher) 

   

(exterior translate literacy) 

   

51 What day will it be in three days if two 

days before yesterday it was Sunday? 

In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets that are similar in 

meaning 

Example 

(high   clock   speak) 

(wish   elevated   more) 

Answer – HIGH ELEVATED 

In the questions below you must match the 

number code to the correct word. The codes 

are not written in the same order as the words 

and one code is not there.  

You must then use the codes to answer the 

questions that follow:- 

HARM ROAM CRAM BRIM 

6382 3712 5132

43 What is the word for 132? 

44 What is the word for 713? 

45 What is the code for MOOR? 

46 What is the code for BARM? 

FLAP PILE LEAP FELT 

4265 5321 4127 

47 What is the word for 5216? 

48 What is the word for 4112? 

49 What is the code for TITLE? 

50 What is the code for LEAFLET? 
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below find the next pair of 

letters and mark it on your answer sheet. 

Example 

BC is to DE 

As EF is to 

Answer GH 

66 VJ is to WL 

EH as is to   

67 QN is to NS  

as AC is to  

68 TW is to QT 

as LK is to   

69 OQ is to SW   

as ZC is to  

70 UI is to AC  

as QN is to 

71 GK is to EI  

as FL is to  

72 DJ is to IB 

as HR is to

In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken from each of the words in capitals.  

Select the word you think is missing from the 

answersheet. 

Example 

The CHER taught lots of lessons. 

Answer TEA 

59 The alien came to earth in a ING 

saucer. 

60 He wanted to put his picture in a FE 

61 She always found TAL maths really 

difficult. 

62 ‘What is HAPING?’ she shouted. 

63 Finally the cook PED the custard 

over the crumble. 

64 The police WED to speak to the boy 

about the stolen bike. 

65 I am interested in listening to your 

OION 
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In the questions below you must work out the 

answer to each sum and then mark the answer 

on the answer sheet. 

Example 

4 + 4 – 2 = 3 x 2 + (?) 

Answer = 0 

73 40 + 39 - 19 = 72 + 22 - ? 

74 12 x 12 - 9 = 14 x 13 - ? 

75 66 + 29 - 45 = 23 + 28 - ?

76 9 x 4 - 12 = 12 x 10 - ?

77 12 + 57 - 39 = 39 + 45 - ?

78 12 x 12 - 7 = 14 x 13 - ?

  

79 13 x 11 - 5 = 14 x 11 - ?

80 What day is it tomorrow if four 

days before yesterday it was 

Saturday? 


